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WELCOME TO
MHG'S AUP
GUIDE!

This document will take you one step
further in understanding development
potential. It will outline basic limitations,
how to find and identify them, and
generally give you a greater indication of
your options.

We have created this document so that
everyone can understand renovating,
additions and alterations, and developing
in Auckland.

No two sites are the same so some will
always be easier to research than others.
However! If we can at least start you in
the general right direction it’s still a win!

Most property owners throughout
Auckland understand that under the AUP
a lot of properties have much greater
development potential, you may even
know what zone your property is and
have a basic understanding of what that
means.

WHO ARE WE?
We interpret the AUP to help clients
better understand the AUP, so they can
better capitalise on it!
We prepare, manage and obtain
resources consents and other
Auckland Council approvals.
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UNLOCKING
YOUR
PROPERTY'S
HIDDEN VALUE
Thanks to the AUP, almost every property owner in
Auckland has the chance to be a property
developer, an ‘accidental developer’ if you will.
How? By unlocking the property potential recently
bestowed all across Auckland by the AUP.
If you own property in Auckland or are looking to
invest, this booklet will hopefully help you
accomplish two things:

01
02

Learn about your property's
hidden value

How to cash in on this

And if you don’t yet own property, this booklet will
help you spot potential gem properties ripe for
the taking throughout Auckland.

A BIT OF BACK STORY
The purpose of the Auckland Unitary Plan is to allow for 400,000 new homes by 2020. This has meant that the
AUP has relaxed some planning rules to allow for far greater density of homes per land area. The Auckland
Unitary Plan wants to intensify the population within existing suburbs to accommodate the increase in population.
This increase in density is particularly prevalent along arterial roads, towns, shopping centres and transport hubs.
While the rules for density have relaxed, the AUP has many other rules that ensure newly created homes achieve
a level of quality design.
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WHO WILL BENEFIT?
Aside from the significant number of people who will find it easier to find a place to live in the newly intensified
Auckland, there are three main groups of people who stand to benefit under the AUP:

Owners of residential properties which have subdivision potential, who effectively become 'accidental developers'.
Investors who own or can purchase sub-dividable residential property.
Developers who can commit capital, expertise and time to projects.
Even if you fall into one of these categories, your project's success will still depend on your specific land and its
shape and location, financial resources, time availability, expertise and your inclination for risk-return.
Luckily, with us on your side, we can help you make informed decisions with regards to the entire process,
including the market suitability of your development.

ARE YOU AN ACCIDENTAL DEVELOPER?
Obviously, developers and investors are going to enjoy
development opportunities they could previously only
dream about, but this plan isn’t just for big property
players. You, the homeowner, can also take advantage!
You yourself can become a property developer – the
'accidental developer' we like to call it!
Given that intensification is the ultimate goal for the
Auckland Unitary Plan, subdivision is often one of the
first options we consider for those wanting to develop.
The new residential zones, Mixed Housing Suburban,
Mixed Housing Urban and Terraced Houses/
Apartments are now very common across the city.
They are also some of the best properties for
redevelopment.
Up to three dwellings on a site are permitted in these
zones and if you comply with the development
controls of the AUP, no resource consent may be
required! Subdivision around these dwellings can be
achieved, depending on the on-going compliance with
the planning controls
This is again an example of the AUP enabling
intensification in Auckland! With our guidance and
planning, you could now easily subdivide your
property! This of course opens up a range of
previously impossible opportunities with potentially
significant economic benefits.
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WHAT ARE THE ZONES?
So what are these new zones and how do you know if you have one? There are four main residential zones. In
most cases your home will be in one of these zones, unless you live in a rural area or close to a Town Centre.

01

Single House Zone

The purpose of this zone is to maintain and enhance the amenity or nicety of established residential
neighbourhoods. The look and feel of these neighbourhoods may be based on a special character moulded by the
past; spacious sites with some large trees, a coastal setting or other established neighbourhood characteristics.
Think Ponsonby, Northcote Point, Devonport, and Coastal Howick.
Additional housing is limited to the conversion of an existing dwelling into two dwellings and minor dwelling units.
Multi-unit development is not anticipated, as suggested by the zone name.

Surrounding Devonport's main village area (in pink - Business: Town Centre Zone) are residential properties, all
zoned Single House.
These are zoned as such to keep the character of housing in the area consistent with what currently exists.
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Mixed Housing
Suburban (MHS)

This is the most wide spread
residential zone. Currently, this
zone is characterised by one or two
storey, mainly stand-alone buildings,
set back from site boundaries with
landscaped gardens.
However, this zone does allow for
intensification while retaining a
suburban built character.
Development within the zone will
generally be two storeys detached
and attached housing in a variety of
types and sizes to provide housing
choice.

03

Mixed Housing
Urban (MHU)

This zone is a reasonably highintensity zone enabling a greater
intensity of development than
previously provided for. Over time,
the appearance of neighbourhoods
within this zone will change
drastically. Development will
typically be up to three storeys in a
variety of sizes and forms, including
detached dwellings, terrace housing
and low-rise apartments.
The height of permitted buildings is
the main difference between this
zone and the MHS zone, as this
zone generally provides for three
storey dwellings.
The zone of the properties right next to the main arterial roads (Point Chevalier Road &
Meola Road) are zoned Mixed Housing Urban (Brown). They are on the main road,
therefore the intention is that these can be developed to a higher density.
One layer back are properties zoned Mixed Housing Suburban. These properties are
slightly more tucked away and therefore, have slightly higher restrictions on what can
be developed. The AUP doesn't want too many people living in tucked away locations!
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Terraced Housing &
Apartments (THAB)

THAB is a high-intensity zone enabling greater intensity of development than previously provided for. The zone is
predominantly located around metropolitan, town and local centres and public transport networks to support the
highest levels of intensification.
The purpose of the zone is to make efficient use of land and infrastructure, increase the capacity of housing and
ensure that residents have convenient access to services, employment, education facilities, retail, entertainment
opportunities, public open space and public transport. This will promote walkable neighbourhoods and increase
vitality of centres.
This zone provides for the greatest density, height and scale of development of all the residential zones and
generally encourages attached terraced housing or apartment buildings.
Ultimately, it’s important to keep in mind that more is not always better. Depending on their location, two
townhouses may offer a greater return than three smaller units, after building costs.

This is the 5 finger round-a-bout in Royal Oak. Directly surrounding the centre are a cluster of properties zoned
Business - Town Centre (pink), but outside of this there are a lot of orange properties.
These are zoned Terraced Housing and Apartments (THAB). Because of the number of main arterial roads, under
the AUP this area is a good place for lots of people to live! Lots of amenities, transport infrastructure and space to
grow!
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STEP BY STEP

A good team always does robust analysis
at the beginning of a project to determine
the best return. Some key steps we often
recommend are:

1. Thorough research and strategising
2. Finance and legal advice
3. Land surveying and subdivision
management
4. Architectural design and building
5. Sales and return.
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Even the most experienced developers know
that they're only as good as the company
they keep. By surrounding yourself with an
excellent team, your chances of success
often increase dramatically

We have been working in this industry for
many years and realise that we can’t do
our portion of a project in isolation to the
rest.
We understand the big picture which is
why we’re a great place to start. We have
also been working with excellent specialist
professionals for a long time, meaning we
could have a ready formed team for your
project to slot right into.
Even if you just want to explore your
options, we can help.
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WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS?
There are five main options, based on each person's time frame and preference for risk and return. Along with
these options are many others that may still increase the value of your property.

01

Sell the project

FAST TURNAROUND, LOW COST & RETURN
In this option you would seek resource consent for
subdivision. Once granted, you would look to sell
your property, highlighting your resource consent
and the development potential of your site. This
would work as proof that your site has far more
potential and would likely add value.

02

Sell off the sections

MEDIUM RETURN, MODERATE INVESTMENT
Taking the first option a step further would see
you actually implementing the subdivision
resource consent and finalising that process. Once
your property was subdivided into complying lots
you would then sell off each section individually.
This approach is a good balance of time, cost and
return.

03

Sell home & land
packages off the plan

HIGH RETURN, MODERATE INVESTMENT
Again increasing the cost, time but also return; this third
option involves taking your newly subdivided lots, with an
architecturally designed, planning compliant home proposed,
and selling land and house packages off the plans. This way
you’ve done most of the background work and the purchaser
then only needs to build their home. This gives the purchaser
freedom to adjust things to their liking, and you don’t have to
front up for the cost of construction. Typically this is a very
high return option for a moderate investment.
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04

Sell finished homes

HIGHEST RETURN, HIGHEST INVESTMENT
Having this final product right in front of them
often gives the buyer more confidence to
purchase. By totally completing the development
you’re going to look to make the highest return,
however, given the large investment construction
requires, it is one of the more risky options. This is
especially true when considering the property
market and the current construction industry.

05

Keep finished homes as
investment properties

HIGH RETURN, HIGH INVESTMENT, MARKET
DEPENDENT
Depending on the property market at the time you
may get the greatest return from tenanting your
property. In this situation, you’re involved for a lot
longer, and if you’re prepared for that then this is
good option. This is also a good option if you’re
not in a rush to begin a second project. That's
because most of your capital will be tied up in the
houses you are now renting out. So you will
eventually have a return, it just won’t be as
instantaneous as selling finished homes.
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SUMMARY
Mt Hobson Group is a specialist Town
Planning and Resource Management
consultancy.
We are constantly striving to achieve a
consent solution that best fits your
aspirations, as well as the myriad of Local
Authority and Resource Management Act
bureaucracy.
We achieve our aim by being involved in
the development process from the early
stages. We find solutions before they
become problems. We build and maintain
relationships with relevant local authority
and a number of relevant specialists across
Auckland.

We are an experienced team of planning
professionals who are constantly working
towards simplifying and making the
consent process as straight forward and
simple as we possibly can.
We understand that local government can
be a nightmare to deal with. So we use our
experience and connections to ensure that
your projects are consented as smoothly
as possible.
If there is anything in this guide that you
would like help with, if you have any
questions, or you want to us to evaluate
your property, please give us a call!
09 950 5100

MT HOBSON
GROUP
481 Parnell Road, Parnell, Auckland 1052
PO BOX 37964, Parnell, Auckland 1151
09 950 5100
hamish@mhg.co.nz

